Ardingly historic development mapping

(each plan shows a phase or period of development and incrementally shows how the settlement has changed and grown over time)

OS Draft map C1830

OS Epoch 1 C1860

OS Epoch 3 C1890

One of the earliest map sources available the OS draft maps shows the historic hamlets of Ardingly
and Hapstead Green. They are noticeably separate settlements. Ardingly itself is an
agglomeration of houses centred on the church. Hapstead Green is an irregular row focussed on
the road. Knowle Farm and Town House are also shown almost as a separate Hamlet.

Shown on the first Ordnance Survey mapping the distinct nature of Ardingly and Hapstead
Green is still evident. Note the small row that begins the process of linking the two hamlets
together. Several historic farmsteads surround the hamlets
.

Some minor additions are evident in during the Victorian period, piecemeal and scattered.
Note that the Victorian expansion is more extensive around Hapstead Green, beginning a
trend of expanding the irregular row rather than growth around the church at Ardingly.

Post War

Post war – 1975

Modern

The village shows the classic approach of post war social housing impacting on the historic village.
With the development situated in a separate block discrete from the main historic village of
Ardingly. This however extends the intensification of the Hapstead Green settlement . Also note
that the two hamlets are still separate and distinct areas at this time.

Post war development shows fairly extensive building, further extending Hapstead Green, plus
some development around Ardingly itself. The two areas are almost connected and practically
a single village. The showground has also appeared strongly influencing the northern edge of
the village.

Post 1975, and further extension to Hapstead Green and the final infill joining the original
hamlets together is now complete. The focus of most development is clearly on the
eastern side around the original irregular row of Hapstead Green, with Ardingly itself still
largely unchanged.

Landscape context and character
The plan shows the historic town plan overlaid with AONB character features.

High Weald AONB
Small Settlements Rapid Characterisation
Ardingly report
Ardingly is identified as a rural village by the Mid Sussex District Council Local Plan. The modern
village is in fact the coalescence over time of two smaller Hamlets, Ardingly itself (including the parish
church) and the nearby Hapstead Green. These two settlements have different characters and have
become a single village though mostly modern (post war) development. In characterisation terms the
two parts are; Ardingly itself, an Agglomeration, and Hapstead Green, an Irregular Row plan type:
Agglomerations
• Agglomerated plans represent some of the most complex plan forms and can include regular and
irregular grid plans and agglomerations around a focal point, often a road junction.
• As with regular row plans, regular grids are usually associated with planning. The planting of new
towns in the late 12th and 13th century using grid plans indicates the potential chronological depth of
such plans
Irregular Rows
• Linear settlements usually strung out along one or both sides of a road.
• Irregular spacing between properties, sometimes with gaps with no house plots to street frontage.
• Property plots of irregular sizes and shape, usually with no evidence of overall planning.

Ardingly is situated within an historic landscape (note the roman road to the west), which has been
slowly eroded, with historic field patterns in particular being disrupted and the several historic
farmsteads surrounding the village being incorporated into the village. This has all eroded the historic
landscape to some degree. The topography is particularly important with the village on a significant
local ridge.

Summary
Ardingly’s character is defined by its two separate historic settlements which have slowly merged from
the post war period. It is also ‘framed’ by the College to the south, Showground to the north and the
nearby Wakehurst estate.
o
It was a small agricultural area pre war
o
Has roman origins close to major roman roads
o
Developed in early middle ages with church dating from at least 1088
o
Actual village is a loose group of buildings around the church
o
Associated Hapstead Green irregular row defines the modern village centre
o
Short railway period did not lead to significant change
o
Has been significant development post war

For further information contact:
High Weald AONB Unit
Woodland Enterprise Centre
Hastings Road
Flimwell, TN5 7PR
info@highweald.org
01580 879500

The original settlement is dated from at least Roman times when they cut a military road from the coast
to London, passing west of St Peters Church and through what is now Wakehurst Place car park. A
second way developed as a drove road from the South Downs to the Saxon outliers for summer pasture.
This way became the highway which exists today: the High Street.
It is known that there was a church here given by Wiliam de Warrene to the Priory of Lewes before his
death in 1088. The present church was built between 1325 and 1340 with a number of later additions. In
1960 Sir Henry Price the owner of Wakehurst donated 22 almshouses at Priceholme for retired workers in
horticulture and agriculture. The nearby public school, Ardingly College, founded in 1858 by Canon
Woodard, has around 800 pupils.
The Ardingly branch railway linking Haywards Heath to Horsted Keynes was opened in 1883, but
succumbed to the Beeching cuts in 1963 after only 80 years. The
track, tunnel, bridges and station buildings are protected for the
Bluebell Railway and perhaps one day trains will pass through
Ardingly once more. Until the Second World War Ardingly was an
agricultural parish with nineteen farms and the population largely
engaged in agriculture or serving their needs.
Character
The principle characteristic of the village is the separate character of
the two original settlements, which have distinct features, especially
the irregular row of Hapstead Green. The post war joining up of
these two is the main influence on the village overall as a single
settlement, and how further development responds to this
connection or identifies the individual form of the areas. Further
guidance is provided in the overall district report.

